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Personalize Your HTC EVO 4G with a Full Line of
Fun and Useful Accessories from Sprint
OVERLAND PARK, Kan.--(BUSINESS WIRE) -- Once customers get their hands on this
summer’s must-have smartphone, HTC EVO™ 4G from Sprint, they will appreciate
the wide variety of accessories available to customize their experience, use it to
stream video to their HDTV, stay powered-up, hold all of their photos and videos
and so much more.
HTC EVO 4G comes with industry-leading features including an 8 MP camera and
camcorder allowing users to capture important moments in high-def. The best way
to share those moments is to display them on an HD-capable television. Sprint
offers a 6-foot HDMI Cable for $29.99 (plus tax) that easily plugs into the bottom of
the phone making it a snap to watch high-def video stored on the device on an
HDTV.
HTC EVO 4G offers the ability take movies and music everywhere, and the best
way to enjoy that is in stereo. Plantronics BackBeat™ 903 Bluetooth® Stereo
Headphones feature Altec Lansing sound technology for rich, full-spectrum stereo
music and dual-mic AudioIQ® noise-canceling technology for exceptional call
clarity. These wireless headphones are available for $99.99 (plus tax) and work with
stereo Bluetooth devices. They have telescoping and rotating earpieces for a stable
and comfortable fit and easily fold for quick storage in a pocket or bag.
For the cost-conscious audiophile, Sprint also offers a wired Stereo Headset for just
$29.99 (plus tax) that plugs into HTC EVO 4G’s standard 3.5 mm headset jack. It
features a lightweight and comfortable design, tangle-free cord and exceptional
sound quality. The Sprint Stereo Headset also makes it easy to take a phone call
and has built-in controls for answering phone calls, volume adjustments and mute.
Sprint offers a variety of cases, skins and gels to protect the device from inevitable
nicks and scratches. These cases feature easy access to all the buttons and ports on
the smartphone and are designed for easy access to all its features.
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